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Abstract 
KelemenovL, A. and E. Csuhaj-Varji, Languages of colonies, Theoretical Computer Science 134 
(1994) 119-130. 
A colony is a finite set of regular grammars, where each grammar generates a finite language. The 
component grammars cooperate to derive a common language. In this paper we compare the 
generative power of colonies with two cooperation strategies and with several types of the selection 
of the alphabet for the common language. The results give representations of languages of colonies 
in terms of classes of sequential and parallel languages. 
1. Introduction 
Colonies are grammatical models of multiagent systems motivated by subsumption 
architectures [l, 21 and form a special variant of cooperating/distributed grammar 
systems [3, 61. The notion of a colony was introduced in [9] as a finite set of regular 
grammars, where each grammar generates a finite language. The component gram- 
mars cooperate to derive a common language. Regular grammars of the colony model 
agents of the multiagent system and the common language corresponds to the 
accepted (correct) behaviour of the system. The style of acceptance is expressed by the 
relation of the alphabet of the common language to the terminal alphabets of 
the component grammars. The way how the component grammars can take part in 
the derivation, the derivation mode, corresponds to the strategy under which the 
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agents cooperate. More details about acceptance styles can be found in [4]. Variants 
of cooperation strategies are discussed in [9, 71. 
In this paper we study the generative power of colonies with respect to acceptance 
styles arb, all, one, ex and dist and with respect to two cooperation strategies, namely 
to the basic mode of derivation and to the terminal mode of derivation. Acceptance 
style arb means that the terminal set of the colony is an arbitrary subset of terminals of 
all components. In the case of style all, every terminal symbol of the colony is 
a terminal symbol for all components. If the acceptance style is one, then the terminal 
set of the colony is identical with the terminal set of one of its components and the 
terminal set of the colony in style ex is the union of the terminal sets of the 
components. Acceptance style dist assumes only those terminals of the components 
which are not nonterminals for any component of the colony. 
In the basic mode of derivation a component executes a direct derivation step if it 
replaces one occurrence of its startsymbol by any of its terminal words. In the terminal 
mode a component has to replace each occurrence of its startsymbol by one of its 
terminal words, not necessarily the same one. 
The main result of Section 3 is that acceptance styles all, arb, one and dist are 
equally powerful from the generative point of view and the acceptance style ex is less 
powerful than the previously listed ones. 
In Section 4 we demonstrate that the above two types of derivation mode differ 
from each other in the generative power. In the basic mode of derivation the colonies 
with acceptance style arb (or all or one or dist) are as powerful as s-free context-free 
grammars. Acceptance style ex results in a smaller language class, in a subclass of pure 
context-free languages. The terminal mode of derivation enhances the generative 
power. In this case, the colonies with acceptance style arb (or all or one or dist) 
generate all languages those can be obtained by l-restricted EPTOL systems. Colonies 
with acceptance style ex are of the power of l-restricted FPTOL systems with 
nonrecursive tables. 
2. Basic definitions and preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with basis of formal language theory. The aim 
of this section is to recall some types of sequential and parallel grammars and to state 
some auxiliary relations among corresponding language classes, which we use in the 
Section 4. For further details and unexplained notions the reader is refered to 
[8, 12, 131. 
For an alphabet C we denote by C+ the set of all nonempty words over C. The set of 
all words over Z, included the empty word E, is denoted by C*. For a word WEC* we 
denote by 1 WI, the total number of occurrences of symbol aEC in w. 
A language is an arbitrary set of words. Because colonies do not treate erasing rules, 
we discuss c-free languages. For a language L we denote by alph L the smallest 
alphabet C such that LcC* holds. 
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We denote a context-free grammar by G =(N, T, P, S), where N and T are the 
disjoint finite sets of nonterminals and terminals, respectively, P is the finite set of 
productions of form A + w, where AEN, w~(Nu T)*, and S is the startsymbol. 
The language generated by a context-free grammar G is denoted by L(G). 
By a regular grammar we mean a context-free grammar G =(N, T, P, S) with 
productions of form A + aB and A --+ n, where A, B are nonterminals and a is 
a terminal. 
By a pure context-free grammar we mean a triple G = (V, P, Y), where V is a finite 
alphabet, 9’ is a finite set of elements of V+ and P is a finite set of productions of form 
2 -+ w, where ZE V and WE Vv+ hold. (Note that we do not allow erasing rules here.) 
The language generated by a pure grammar G is defined by L(G)= {y : x a* y, XEY). 
A pure context-free grammar G = (V, P, 9’) is said to be with nonrecursive produc- 
tions (rules), if P contains no production of type 2 + xZy for xy~ I/*. (Derivations of 
type Z + u + + xZy are not forbidden for these grammars.) 
We denote the class of languages generated by the context-free grammars (by the 
pure context-free grammars and by the pure context-free grammars with nonrecursive 
productions) by 9(U), (2(&F) and _F(nrpCF), respectively). 
Proposition 2.1. Y(nrpCF) c T(pCF) c B(CF). 
Languages a*S and {a’%‘: i>O} are examples of languages in 2’(pCF) but not in 
$P(nrpCF) and (a’b’: i2 l} is in _Y(CF) but not in 5?((pCF). 
Context-free grammars, regular grammars and pure context-free grammars use 
sequential derivations. We shall use also some types of grammars with parallel 
derivation. 
By an ETOL system we mean an (n + 3) tuple H = (V, T, PI, . . . , P,, S), where V is 
a finite set of symbols, Tc V is a set of terminals, SE V is the startsymbol and Pi, for 
every i, 1 d i < n, is a finite set of productions of form Z + w, where Z E V, WE I/ *. 
Moreover, every Pi contains at least one production of form Z + w for each ZE V. The 
set Pi is called the ith table of H. 
A sentential form x=x1 . . . x, with XjE V, 1 <j< m, derives a sentential form 
y=y, . . . y, with YjE V*, 1 <j<m, in ETOL system H directly, denoted by x * y, if 
there is a table Pi, for some i, 1~ i < n, such that Xj + yj is a production in Pi for each j, 
l<j<m. 
The language L(H) generated by His defined by L(H)= {w: S a* w, WET*}, where 
** denotes the reflexive transitive closure of a. 
An ETOL system with V= T is a TOL system. We shall use P to distinguish the 
systems with no erasing rule, i.e. we shall have PTOL systems, EPTOL systems, etc. 
A TOL system with finite set Y of axioms from V + instead of S will be denoted as an 
FTOL system. 
An ETOL system H=(V, T, PI, . . . , P,,S) is said to be l-restricted ETOL system, 
abbreviated as ETOL,,, system, if for every Pi, 1 <i<n, there exists a symbol Z in 
V such that if B # Z and B -+ WE Pi, then w = B holds. 
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Thus, l-restricted ETOL systems allow to rewrite by each table at most one symbol 
into something else than the symbol itself. 
We say that an ETOL,,, system H = (V, T, PI, . . . , P,, S) is a system with nonrecur- 
sive tables, abbreviated as nrETOLIll system, if there is no table Pi, 1 <i< n, such that 
Pi contains a production Z + xZy, where xy~ V + and, moreover, if Z + tx is in Pi for 
M#Z then Z + Z is not in Pi. 
An nrETOLIll system with T= V and with a finite set Y of words called axioms 
(instead of the single startsymbol S) is an nrFTOL[,, system. 
Thus, for tl= p in nrETOLIll system, either P=CI or there is exactly one letter in CI, 
sayZ,suchthata=a,Zcc,...Za,+i (~~sdonotcontainZ)and/?=cc,u,a~...u,cc,+,, 
where u;s (and /3) do not contain Z. 
Similarly as for sequential grammars we shall use Y(X) to denote the class of 
languages generated by L systems in a class X (i.e. Y(ETOL), _Y(ETOL,,,), 
2Z(nrETOL,,1), 2(FTOL), . ..). 
Proposition 2.2. 
9(U) c 2’(nrEPTOLI,I)= c!Y(EPTOL,,,) = cY(EPTOL), 
_Y(nrFPTOL,,,) c 9’(FPTOL,,,) c Z(FPTOL). 
Proof. (a) We show first that Y(CF) c _.Y(nrEPTOLI,,). Let L be an arbitrary s-free 
context-free language. Without loss of the generality we may assume that L is 
generated by a context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, S), with all productions of form 
A + BC, A + B, A + a, where A, B, C are pairwise different nonterminals and a is 
a terminal. Let V= N u T and let us denote by V’ the primed version of alphabet I/. 
We construct for L an nrEPTOLIII system H. Let P= { pl, . . ..p.}, where pi: X + ~1. 
Let for every i, l<i<n, Pi={p~}u{X~X’}U{z~Z: ZE(VUV’-{X))) and 
P:={x’+x}u{z +z: z~(Vu V’-{X’})). Then, H=(Vu V’, T, PI, . . . . P,, Pi, . . . . 
Pb, S) is obviously an nrEPTOL,,, system. 
We show that L(G)= L(H). We first note that for i, 1 <i< n, the subsequent 
application of tables Pi and Pi for a sentential form VEV+ corresponds to the 
application of production pi : X -+ c1 in G for some occurrence of X in v. By this fact, 
L(G) c L(H) is obvious. L(H) E L(G) also holds since Pi changes only X’ to X and, 
therefore, it can be applied immediately after the occurrence to X’ in a sentential form. 
Therefore, for arbitrary derivation 
D: S+cr1*a2+...>a, 
c(,ET* in I-Z, there is a derivation 
D’: S~a;~c&=>...+-cr:, 
in H such that a; = CI,, and if CI> = a;+ 1 by Pi then exactly one occurrence of X in a> is 
rewritten to a and cl)+ I * u;+~ rewrites the occurrences of all X’ to X (if there is any). 
In the case that in D in some derivation step aj + Ej+ 1 Pi is used to rewrite more 
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occurrences of X to CI then in D’ we rewrite X’s “sequentially” using corresponding 
number of derivation steps. Thus, terminating derivations in H correspond to termi- 
nating derivations in G. This implies that the equality of languages holds and, thus, 
I;p(CF) c 2’(nrEPTOLI11). 
The corresponding proper inclusions come out from the fact that L= {a”“: 
n 3 1) $T(CF) can be generated by the nrEPTOLIII system H = ({A}, {a}, PI, Pz, A), 
whereP,={A~aa,a~a}andP,={a~A,A~A}. 
(b) To prove $P(nrEPTOLI,I)=2’(EPTOL,II) we have to show 9(EPTOL,,,) G 
Y(nrEPTOL,,l). The reverse inclusion is obvious. 
Let H=(V,T,P, ,..., P,, S) be an EPTOL,,, system with an alphabet 
V=(A1 , . . . . A,}. Let I” denote the primed version of V. For a word w and for 
a nonterminal A we denote by wA the word that is obtained from w by replacing every 
occurrence of A by a new nonterminal A’. 
Let Pi= {A + a, 1 . ..Icc.,}u{X+X: XEV-{A}} b e a fixed table. We define Pi 
by P~={A-,a:I...la;;f}u{X~X: XEVUV-{A}} and for AEV we put 
PA={A’+A}u{X + X:XE(VU V-{A’))}. Then the system H’=(Vu V’, T, 
Pi, . ..) PL, PAI, . .,PAt, S) is an nrEPTOLIII system and L(H)= L(H’). 
(c) ~(ETOL,,,) c .Y(ETOL) was proved in [lo]. All other inclusions in the Prop- 
osition 2.2 are evident. They are proper because {u”“: ~~~}E~(FPTOL,,,)- 
_Y(nrFPTOLIII) and {a2”b2”: n> 1}dk’(FPTOL)-c9’(FPTOL~1,). 0 
3. Basic properties of colonies 
In this section we turn to special systems of grammars, called colonies. Detailed 
information on grammar systems can be found in [S, 61. First we recall the notion of 
a colony from [9]. 
Definition 3.1. By a colony we mean an (n+2)-tuple C=(T,R1, . . ..R., S), where 
(i) Ri=(iVi, Ti, Pi, Si), for every i, 1 d idn, is a regular grammar generating ajnite 
Ianguage; Ri is called a component of C; 
(ii) S = Si for some i, 1 d i < n; S is called the startsymbol of C; 
(iii) Tc U I= 1 Ti is called the set of terminals of C. 
We denote the total alphabet of C by V, i.e. V= u y= 1 (Tiu Ni). 
Colonies can generate languages in basic mode (b-mode) of derivation and in 
terminal mode (t-mode) of derivation. 
Definition 3.2. Let C = (T, R 1, . . . , R,, S) be a colony and let x, YE V +, where V is the 
total alphabet of C. 
(i) We say that “, derives y in C in basic mode (b-mode) of derivation directly, 
denoted by x ac y, if there is a component Ri of C for some i, 1 < i < n, such that 
x=xlSixz and Y=X~WX~ hold, where x~x~EV* and WgL(Ri). 
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(ii) We say that x derives y in C in terminal mode (t-mode) of derivation directly, 
denoted by x SC y, if there is a component Ri of C for some i, 1 < i < n, such that 
XzX1SiX2SiX3 ... X,SiX,+1 and y=xlwl~2w2x3 ~~~-%,,~,,,%,+lr where 
x1x2 ... x,+1 E(V--(Si})* and wj~L(Ri), for each j, 1 <j<m. 
The language generated by C in x-mode of derivation for xE{ b, t> is defined by 
L,(C)= {w: s q w, WET*}, where G;,* denotes the reflexive transitive closure of Gc. 
If there is no misunderstanding, then subscript C can be omitted. 
According to different selections of the terminal set of the colony we can distinguish 
colonies with different styles of acceptance. 
Definition 3.3. We say that colony C = (T, RI, . . . , R,, S) has an acceptance style 
(i) arb if TG uyE1 Ti, 
(ii) one if T= Ti for some i, 1 <i<n, 
(iii) ex if T= uyzI Ti, 
(iv) all if T= n;= 1 Ti, 
(v) dist if T=(Uy=, Ti)-(uI=, Ni). 
Notation 3.4. For XE {b, t} and f~ {one, urb, ex, all, dist } the class of languages gener- 
ated by colonies in x-mode of derivation with acceptance style f is denoted by 
%Col, x,f). 
Theorem 3.5. For xE{b, t] 
Z(Co1, x, ex) G Y(Co1, x, m-b), 
g(Col,x, one)=2’(Col,x,all)=~(Col,x,dist)=L?(Col,x,urb). 
Proof. Acceptance styles one, ex, all and dist are special cases of the style urb. So it is 
sufficient to prove that Z’(Col, x, m-b) G _Y(Col, x, f) forfbeing one or all or dist. Let 
C=(T, RI, . . . . R,, S) with T={u,, . . . . up> be a colony with acceptance style urb. Let 
C’=(T,R; ,..., Rb,R, ,,..., Rap,S’) be a colony, where R;=(N:,TvT$,P$,S:), for 
1 Qi<n, and N:, T{, Pi, Si are primed versions of Ni, Ti, Pi, Si in Ri=(Ni, Ti, Pi, Si), 
respectively. Let Raj=( {a;}, T, { j a’ + uj}, a>) for 1 <j < p. Tin C’ obviously fulfils the 
conditions for any of the acceptance styles one, all or dist. We show that 
L,(C’) = L,(C). Inclusion L,(C) G L,(C’) holds clearly, because we can simulate every 
derivationS&ww,jw2g... ~w,,=winCwhere~~~V+~l<j<n,w~T’byade- 
rivation S’ 2- w; 2- w; s ... 7 wk = w’ %* w in C’, where wi is the primed version of 
wj, 1 < j < n, and w can be derived from w‘ using components of R,, , . . . , Rap. 
The reverse inclusion L,(C’) G L,(C) holds, too. Because there is no component 
that changes any of letters aj, 1 <j dp, we can reorganize every terminating derivation 
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S’X x =z- z; : z; ~~~~~z~=zinC’,wherez~~(V’uT)~,l~j~~,z~T~,intoatermina- 
ting derivation S’ * w\ + w; 3 . . . =w:=zwithw+(V’uT)+,ldjds,suchthatfor 
some m, with 1 <m< s, it holds that wh=z’ and we use in the subderivation 
w:,*w:,+1 = ... * w:_~ =z- w:=z only components R,,, . . . . R,+. 
This property leads to L,(C’)cL,(C) and thus equality L,(C)=L,(C’) fol- 
lows. 0 
Note 3.6. For in the 
or 
t . . * 
Thus, L,(C,,)= {a2”: n20) u{b2”: n2 l} and so L,(C,,)$9(CF). 
If C,, uses b-mode of derivation, then terminating derivations are of form 
a&ML .., & ailbi2ai3 
n+1 
. . . ainbin + I, where C i,>,Z. 
f=l 
Thus, Lb(Cex)= {a, b}+ - (b) and this language is a regular language. 
Example 3.8. Acceptance styles arb, one, all, dist. 
Let C=((c>, R1, Rz, RJ, a) with R1=({a,x},{b,c),{a-tbx,x~b},a), 
R,=({b}, {a,~}, {b+a}, b) and R,=({b}, {c}, {b+c}, b). C is the colony with the 
arbitrary of the acceptance styles arb, all, one and dist. Every terminating derivation in 
the t-mode in C is of the form 
Then L,(C)= {c2”: n> l} and L,(C)#&?(CF). 
For the basic mode of derivation we obtain the regular language L,(C)=cc+. 
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4. The power of colonies 
In this section we determine the generative power of colonies with different modes 
of derivations and different acceptance styles. We show that colonies with acceptance 
style arb (and therefore also with one or all or dist) in the basic mode of derivation 
determine c-free context-free languages, while the acceptance style ex in the basic 
mode results in a less powerful language class, the class of languages determined by 
sequential forms of grammars with no direct recursive rule. Colonies with acceptance 
style arb (and therefore also one or all or dist) for terminal mode of derivation 
determine the class of l-restricted EPTOL languages. In the case of acceptance style ex 
and terminal mode of derivation, we obtain the class of FPTOL,,, languages with 
nonrecursive tables. These characterizations lead to (Main) Theorem 4.5, is which we 
present the hierarchy among the language classes of colonies studied in the paper. 
We start with the basic mode of derivation. 
Theorem 4.1 (Kelemen and Kelemenova [lo]). _Y(Col, b, dist)= Y(CF). 
Acceptance style ex is less powerful. 
Theorem 4.2. 9(CoZ, b, ex) = g((nrpCF). 
Proof. (a) First we show that for a given colony C,, with acceptance style ex there 
exists a pure context-free grammar G with nonrecursive rules such that Lb(Cex)= L(G) 
holds. 
Assume that Cex=(T,Rl, . . ..R.,S) is the colony with T=UFEl Ti for 
Ri=(Ni, Ti, Pi, Si), 1 <i<n. Let usdefine P= lJ~=, {Si + W: WEL(R~)}, F’= urEl dph 
L(Ri), and 9 = {S) for SE T and Y = {s: sEL(Ri) for all i such that Si = S}, otherwise. 
The pure context-free grammar G = ( V, P, 9’) has nonrecursive rules and it gener- 
ates the same language as C,, does. This follows from the fact that T= uy= 1 Ti for C,, 
and every component of the colony derives a terminal word over its own alphabet, so 
for every terminating derivation S =k wi &- w2 A ‘. . & w, = w in C,,, where WET +, it 
holds that strings wl, w2, . . . . w,_i are in T+, too. 
Moreover for each derivation in C,, of type as above there is a corresponding 
derivation s~*w1~w2~...~w,=w in G and vice versa. Therefore, 
P(Col, b, ex) s Y((nrpCF). 
(b) We continue by proving that for a pure context-free grammar G with nonrecur- 
sive rules there is a colony C,, with acceptance style ex such that Lb(Cex)= L(G) 
holds. 
Assume that G = (I’, P, 9’) is the given pure context-free grammar with nonrecur- 
sive rules and Y = {sl, . . . , s,}.Let Ghavenrules. WedefineC,,=(T,R,,...,R,+,,S), 
where S is a new starting symbol and T= V. Further, for every rule p: A + ai . . . a, in 
P there is a component R, in C,, with rules A + a, X1, X1 + a2X2, . . . . Xte2 
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+ a,_ i X,_ i, X,_ 1 + a,, where X’s are new pairwise different nonterminals different 
for each rule. Finally, let the set of productions of the (n+ 1)st component 
P II+1 contain for every Si = Si, 1 . . . Si, ,,, ~9, where Si,jE I’, 1 Q i 6 r, 1 d j < ni, productions 
S+si,lyl, y1+si,2y2~~~~~ yn, -+ Si,ni, where the Y’s are pairwise different new non- 
terminals for different i’s and j’s where 1 < i < r, 1 <j < ni. 
Evidently, L(G)=&(Cex), because each derivation si = wi j ... JW, in G can be 
simulated in C,, by the corresponding derivation S =k si L wi L 
b 
... =s- w,, and vice 
versa. Therefore, ~Z((nrpCF)~9(Col, b, ex). Summarizing parts (a) and (b) of the 
proof we get the result. 
In the following we study terminal mode of the derivation in colonies. 
Theorem 4.3. 9(&l, t, arb) = _Y(EPTOL,,,) 
Proof. First we prove that for a colony C with acceptance style arb there exists an 
l-restricted EPTOL system H such that L,(C)= L(H) holds. 
Assume that C=(T, R,, . . . . R,, S) is given with Ri=(Ni, Ti, Pi, Si), 1 <ibn. We 
determine the EPTOL,,, system H = (N, T, PI, . . . , P,, S) as follows: S and Tare that of 
the colony, V=Ur=,(TiUSi) and Pi={x + XI XE(V-{Si})}u{Si + WI wEL(Ri)}. 
By the definition of the t-mode derivation, if component Ri, for some i, 1~ i < II, 
executes a t-mode derivation for a sentential form x = xi . . . xq with letters xj, 16 j < q, 
then we obtain a sentential form y=y, . . . y,, where yk=Xk if xk#Si and J’ktZL(Ri) if 
Xk=Si for l<k<q. By the definition of l-restricted EPTOL systems, the above 
derivation corresponds to the application of a table of EPTOL,,, system H. 
The equality L,(C)= L(H) is obvious. Therefore 9(&l, t, arb) E 9(EPTOL,,,). 
Following Proposition 2.2 it remains to prove that for every l-restricted nrEPTOL 
system H there exists a colony C with the acceptance style arb such that L,(C) = L(H) 
holds. 
Assume that H=(V, T, PI, . . . , P,, S) is a given nrEPTOLIII system and 
Pi={Ai~a: AiEV, a~V+, MIA,, =0} u {x -+ x: xE( V- {Ai})}. We associate to every 
production p:Ai~Xl . ..XnEPi. where n>2, a set of productions 
{Ai -+x1X;, Xi + x2X;, . . . . XL + xn}, where Xi, . . . . Xi, are new symbols intro- 
duced to p. Let the sets of new symbols, introduced to such productions, be pairwise 
disjoint. All productions of form Ai + xsPi, where XE V- {Ai), remain unchanged. 
Let us assume that the new symbols, being introduced to tables of N, are pairwise 
different. Let us denote by Pi the set of all productions determined in the above way 
by all productions of Pi. 
We define the colony C = (T, R; , . . . . RL, S) as follows. T and S are the same as in 
Hand R:=({Ai}UN;y V-(Ai}, Pi,A,), l<i<n,whereNidenotes theset ofallnew 
symbols introduced to table Pi in the above way. Since H is propagating, nonrecursive 
and l-restricted, and the new symbols are pairwise different, the above-determined 
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structure C is a well-defined colony of acceptance style arb. It is clear that R: is 
a regular grammar and it generates L(Ri)= (a: Ai + C(EPi}. 
We show that L(H)=&(C). By the definition of the t-mode of derivation, the 
application of component RI of C for some i, 1 <i< n, for some sentential form 
w corresponds to the application of table Pi of H and, reversely, every application of 
table Pj, 1 <j< n, corresponds a t-mode derivation of component Rj. Thus, 
L(H) =,5,(C) and 9(EPTOL,,,) E &?(Col, t, arb). 
Hence we have the result. 0 
Theorem 4.4. _Y(CoZ, t, ex) = _!Y(nrFPTOLIII) 
Proof. (a) First we prove that for every colony C,, with the acceptance style ex there 
is an nrFPTOLIII system H such that L,(C,,)=L(H) holds. Assume that 
C,,=(T, RI,..., R,, S) is a given colony with T= UT=1 Ti, where Ti is the terminal 
alphabet of Ri for 1~ i<n. To determine the nrFPTOLIII system we put V= uy= 1 
aiph L(Ri)y Pi={Si + WI wEL(Ri)} U{ x+x:x~(V-{Si})},andY={S}ifS~TinC,, 
and Y= {s: sEL(Ri) for all i such that Si=S}, otherwise. Evidently, 
H=(V, Pi, . ..) P,, 9) is an FTOL,,, system. From the properties of colonies it follows 
that H is also propagating and nonrecursive. For H the equality L(H) = L,(C,,) comes 
out from the definition of Y and from the fact that to the derivation step x $ y in 
C,, which uses the component Ri corresponds in H to the derivation step x * y using 
the table Pi, and vice versa. So P(Col, t, ex) c 2’(nrFPTOLI11). 
(b) Assume that H=(V, PI, . . ..P., Y) is a given nrFPTOLIII system with 
9={s1, . ..) s,}. We define a colony C,,=(T, RI, ...rRn+I, S) as follows: Let S be 
a new starting symbol and let T= V. The table Pi=(Ai + c(~ I... IQ}U {x +x: 
XE(V-{A,>)} determines the set Pj of productions of the component Ri in the 
following way. Assume ~,=a,,, . . . a,,j, for l<t<k. Then PI=U:=1{Ai~a,,,X,,,, 
X t, 1 -*a~,2X~,2,..~~X~,jr-2-fa~,jf-LXt,jf~1~Xf,jt-~ + a,,jt). We construct Ph+ 1, the set 
of rules of the (n + 1)st component R ,, + 1, as follows: for every si = si, 1 . . . Si, ,,i~ Y, where 
Si,jET/, l<i<u, l<jdni, Pn+l contains productions S + Si, i Yi, Y1 + si,z Y2, . , . , 
Y,,; -+ si,.i, where the Y’s are pairwise different new nonterminals for different i’s and 
j’s, where 1 < i < r, 1 <j < ni. Evidently, the above-defined C,, is a colony, since H is 
nonrecursive and propagating. L,(C,,) = L(H), since for WE V + we have w + w’ in H if 
and only if w & w’ in C,,. So we have 9(nrFTOLI11) 5 Z(Col, t, ex). Hence we have 
the result. 0 
Summarizing Theorems 4.1-4.4 we obtain the following hierarchy. 
Theorem 4.5. Let f~ {one, arb, all, dist}. Then 
(a) 2’(Col, b, ex) c P(CoZ, b,f) c 9(Col, t,f) 
(b) Z(CoZ, t, ex) c y(Col, t,f) 
(c) Families _Y(Col, b, f) and 2?(Col, t, ex) are incomparable. 
(d) Families A?(Col, b, ex) and Z(Col, t, ex) are incomparable. 
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Proof. (a) We have 
~(CO/, b, ex)= _%‘((nrpCF) c _fZ(CF)= d;p(Col, b,f) c _!Y(EPTOL,,,) 
= 9(Col, t,f) 
by Theorem 4.2, Proposition 2.1, Theorems 4.1 and 3.5, Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 
4.3. 
(b) 2?(FPTOL,,,) c cY(EPTOL,,,) IS evident. (One can add a new table, which 
rewrites a new startsymbol to the original axioms.) So 
9(&l, t, ex)= 6p(nrFPTOLIlI) c ~(FPTOL,,,) C iY(EPTOL,,,) 
= $P(Col, t,f) 
by Theorem 4.4, Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 4.3. 
(c) Note that in a component of a colony a letter cannot be both terminal and 
nonterminal symbol. Therefore, a colony over one letter alphabet, say {a], with the 
acceptance style ex degenerates. Its derivations consist of at most one step, rewriting 
the axiom S into a word over {a}, i.e. such a colony produces finite language only. 
So {a}+~Y(Col, b,f)-Y(Col, t, ex). 
{a’“, b’“: n3 l> is in dp(Co1, t, ex) but not in LZ’(Col, b,f)= Z(CF). See Example 3.1. 
Consequently, 9(&l, b,f) and Y(Col, t, ex) are incomparable. 
(d) {a2”, b2”: na I} IS in _Y(Col, t, ex) according to Example 3.7 and it is not in 
9(&l, b, ex) c .Y(CF). 
L,={a,b}+-{b} IS in 9(&l, b, ex) according to Example 3.7. We shall prove that 
Lo is not in Z(Col, t, ex). Assume we have a colony C=(T, RI, . . . . R,, S) with 
T= {a, b} being the union of terminal alphabets of RI, . , R, and such that 
L,(C) = Lo. Then only the symbols S, a and b can be startsymbols of components of C. 
If S is the startsymbol of Ri, then L(Ri) is a finite subset of (au b)+. If a is the 
startsymbol of Ri, then a is a nonterminal of Ri and L(Ri) c bb+ and, analogously, if 
b is the startsymbol Of Ri, then L(Ri) c a+. Therefore, only finite many words in L,(C) 
contain both occurrences of a and b, hence Lo # L,(C). 
Consequently, Y(Col, t, ex) and _Y(Col, b, ex) are incomparable. 
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